Troy on May 7th. What would ordinarily have been a quiet Saturday would, however, be marked by a spirited battle between Hamilton and Pratt prospects.

The baseball prospect is uncertain, as is the regular policy of refunding hours' riding by the end of the season. Any girl interested may start playing earlier than was expected. Any member of WAA may vote to attend our few home baseball games, which are expected to provide stiff competition against the RPI baseballers May 7 against the RPI baseballers.

Softballers to Open New, Faster Season

Clausen Names Camp Assistants

Clausen Names Camp Assistants

The Intramural Softball League has been released by Madalyn Louis Greenspan, varsity baseball captain, has announced that ten dollars, as is the regular policy of refunding hours' riding will be refunded five weeks to every Saturday, but prospects remain uncertain.
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A Man's World

The Board of Directors desires congratulations for its actions in directing the policy of management in the new dormitory.

The new dormitory will be a marvel of construction when it is completed, and the Board of Directors can be congratulated for the work they have done in its construction.

Men's group-houses may charge only $8 per week, and they can compete with women's group-houses. There is no reason why they cannot successfully compete with them.

For the past few years, several of these organizations have pastored over by Stanley Smith, '41, director of the student Employment Office, who has been responsible for the employment of these workers. He has stated that the jobs will be filled by upper-classmen and that they will be paid $5 per week.

The news board is of great importance. The new dormitory will do much to alleviate lamentable conditions. "Krosh Camp" will soon fulfill its original purpose.

The new dormitory will be a marvel of construction when it is completed, and the Board of Directors can be congratulated for the work they have done in its construction.

Departmental Clubs

Plan Spring Events

The requirement of the College for spring events is a bit of a puzzle, but the Departmental Clubs have scheduled some interesting activities.

The Interfraternity Dance will open on May 5th, and there will be a Spring Lunch at May 7th. These events are expected to attract many students.

Dean's Notes

Summer Faculty

The College will return to the old system of having a summer faculty, and the following members of the faculty will be appointed:

- John M. Sayles Hall, State's first residence hall, will be opened June 1st.
- It is expected that the following members will be appointed:
  - John M. Sayles Hall, State's first residence hall, will be opened June 1st.
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  - John M. Sayles Hall, State's first residence hall, will be opened June 1st.

The new dormitory will be a marvel of construction when it is completed, and the Board of Directors can be congratulated for the work they have done in its construction.

Puritans in Babylon

It is a general sentiment that there is no sense in opposing the Puritans in Babylon. The change from a part of the world we are used to is not something that can be reversed. It is better to accept it and make the best of it.

Interfraternity Dance

Will Open Weekend

The Interfraternity Dance will open on May 5th, and there will be a Spring Lunch at May 7th. These events are expected to attract many students.
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Baseball Team Will Open Schedule At RPI, May 7

Coach C. Elliott Hartfield has Squad to Fifteen Men, Return to Make Predictions on Team's Cancer; Team Will Also Engage Pratt and Hamilton.

All eyes are set on the opening game of the baseball season as State's orange and blue men look forward to the matchup of Coach C. Elliott Hartfield. The team will play its first game on Wednesday, May 7, against RPI. The game has been approved by the NCAA and will be played at 5 p.m. at the base of the hill.

The baseball team consists of 15 men, and Coach Hartfield has high hopes for the season. The team's performance will be closely watched by fans and spectators alike. The game against RPI is a crucial test for the team, and the outcome will set the tone for the season.

In order to create more interest in the game, the team will be engaging in a series of promotional events. The team will be handing out free baseball caps to the first 100 fans who attend the game. Additionally, the team will be selling concessions, such as hot dogs, popcorn, and drinks, to help cover the cost of the game.

Pending

Victory for Chess Team Still Pending

In his chess match with Professor A. B. R. Tufts, Dr. Ellis spoke in a convincing manner, but the match was cut short at the end of the second hour. The match has not been concluded, and the winner is still pending.

Dr. Ellis spoke at the assembly in a way that was both informative and entertaining. The audience was captivated by his speech, and many students expressed their admiration for his work. The match is expected to be completed by the end of the week.

Intramural Softball

League Race Opens

Intramural softball league race opens with KB on top. KB knocked off KB to get the first win of the season. The game was a close one, with KB winning by a score of 15-14.

In the meantime, KB continued its winning streak by defeating KB in the second game of the season. KB scored 15 runs in the sixth inning to take the lead and win the game. The victory was a welcome addition to KB's season, and the team is looking forward to the rest of the season.

Fire in charge. The council has the job of setting the schedule for the rest of the season. The council has been working hard to ensure that the schedule is fair and balanced for all teams.

Fire in charge. The council has the job of setting the schedule for the rest of the season. The council has been working hard to ensure that the schedule is fair and balanced for all teams.

However, the council has had to make some tough decisions. The schedule for the rest of the season will be announced at a later date, and the council will continue to work on the schedule to ensure that it is fair and balanced for all teams.

In an attempt to increase the interest in the game, the council has planned several promotional events. The council will be handing out free baseball caps to the first 100 fans who attend the game. Additionally, the council will be selling concessions, such as hot dogs, popcorn, and drinks, to help cover the cost of the game.
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